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1. In trod u c t i on 

In the recent years a rapidly growing interest in the structural 
' ' 

studies directiy on. the beam of the accelerated particles has been 

observed. Among these an important part is played by the experi- · 

ments in which the accelerated particles produce a reaction yielding 

as a final product an interesting excited nucleus. The deexcitation 

of such a nucleus is studied directly on the beam by measuring the 

spectrum of gamma rays or the internal conversion ~lectrons/1-5/. 
Heavy ions are paying an even increasing part in these stu

·dies, since they show certain advantages. compar.ed. with lighter nuc

lear projectiles such as deuterons or alpha particles. 

The reactions induced by heavy ions provide first of all for 

obtaining nucleides unavailable in other ways, which lie . far off the 

"stability line" on its neutron-deficient- side. In Fig.1 examples of 

nuclei in the range of 50 < Z < 82, 50 < N < 82 which may be ob

tained using heavy ions, are shown. 

Another advantage of applying ions for studying nuclear struc

ture is related with that such ions transfer to the compound nucle

u~ large angular momentum, which does not vary to a· larger extent 

during the subsequent acts of neutron emission~ The final nucleus 

has therefore a relatively low .excitation energy and ·high angular 

momentum. Owing to trese conditions the possibilities arise for 
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observation of gamma transitions from high-spin states which are un

attainable by other methods. Thus, for instance, "in beam " spectros

copy permitted to study rotaticina1 bands up to I = 18 (Stephens et 

al1 41). 
Tl)e transfer of a large angular momentum to the compound nuc-

leus is reiated with a high degree of alignment (Diamond et al.t
6

t). 

Owing jo this phenomenon, the gammas and internal conversion elec

trons emitte~ from the final nucleus indicate an angular correlation with res

pect to the incident beam. The study of these correlations is a valuable 

source of information on the character of the .transitions and on the 

states between which these transitions occur. 

The identifi~ation of the products of nuclear reactions, i •. e. the 

determination of .the values of A and Z of the final nucleus is a 

problem of primary importance in "in beam" spectroscopy • ·The 

identification consists chiefly of investigating the excitation functions , 

with the object to determine the energy· of heavy ions corresponding 

to the maximum cross section for the process studied (HI , xn ) ~ 

\Vh~n using a magnetic spectrometer as in the measuring sys-
/ . 

tern described· in the present paper, an additional method based on 

the measurement of the distcinces between th~ lines of internal con

version electrons of the K and L shells may be used for tl)e 

identification of the nucleus studied. This magnitude is related with 

the value of Z of the nucleus emitting the internal conversion elec

trons. The methods considered permit in many cases to determine pre- ' 

cis ely Z and A without the need for ·applying radiochemical or 

magnetic separation. 

2. Description of the Spectrometer 

An iron-free toroidal beta-spectrometer was used in the measu

rements of electrons from nuclei obtained in reactions with r.eavy 

ions. The application of this magnetic instrument (instead of a semi

conductor detector) for studying internal conversion electrons pro.,. 

vides for: 
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. (a) Elimination of the continuous spectra of pc;>sitrons, common among 

neutron-deficient nuclei, which hinder the inve~tigation of·the spectra 

of internal conversion electrons, 

(b) Lowering of the background owing to that the detector is distant 

from the· target, . 

The basic element of the ·toroidal spectrometer shown in Fig,2 

is the magnetic lens composed of 32 sections (each of 50 coils) 

arrange.d uniformly on the circle and generating a toroidal magnetic 

field, In· such a lens the magnetic field shows axial symmetry and 

decreases with the distance r from the spectrometer axis proporti

onally to 1/r (cf, Kofoed-Harisen et at.f7 f), 

The electron source (target) and the detector of .electrons are 

positioned on the axis of the magnetic lens at its foci, 'I'he shape . 8 
of the coil (based on the works by 'I'retyakov et al.' I, Burgov et 

a1~9/) was adjusted so as to obtain focusing of all electrons of a 

given energy, emitted from the target at angles lying in a given range 
" . (F'ig.3). 

The lens is placed in a vacuum tight · (operational vacuum . in

side of about. 10-!:J mm Hg) steel chamber, which at the same time 

serv~s as a shield protecting from the interfering magnetic fields, 

Check experiment did not indicate any effect of the diff~sed field of · 

the cyclotron or magnets . shaping the . beam, on the shape and posi

tion of 109 Cd conversion lines ( EK =62,2 keV, EL =84,2 keV), 

The. construction of the spectrometer provides for rapid. excha,ng

ing the source or target (without breaking the vacuum) as well as 

of the electron detector. Besides, measures have been taken to pro-,. 

vide outside control of: 

·(a) Diaphragms which determine the azimuthal angle of an electrons 

emitted from the target, 

(b) Diaphragms permitting to change the angle f3 
electrons enter the magnetic field (cf, F'ig.3), 

. . 

at which the 

The spectrometer is fed from a. standard system consisting of 

a D,C, generator and a current st?-bilizer (BT-4), The maximum cur·

rent which may .be supplied by this system is about 100A, and the 
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:stability is of "the order of 2x10-4 • To characterize the spectrometer, 

we should l~ke to mention that electrons of an energy. of 624 keV • 

are focused at 16.6A. The current in the spectrometer C"?-n be con

trolled manually or automatically. In the latter case the current is 

changed either after a given period of -time or after a definite charge 

of h~avy ions has collected in the Faraday cup. The system permits 

to d,evide the adopted current range into 500, 250 or 125 current 

steps. 
The basic parameters of the spectrometer are listed in Table 1. 

3. On-Line Beta-Ray Spectrometer 

3.1. Cooperation of the Spectrometer with the U-300 Cyclotron • 

The mounting of the spectrometer with respect to U-300 cyc

lotron .as well as the beam transport system and the equipment for 

focusing .the ion beam ar,e shown in FigA. 
The consid~rable distance (E~;pprox. 30 m) of the spectrometer 

from the accelerator provides _for the lowering of the background 

and for the reduction of the effect of the dispersed magnetic field, 
The ions leaving the accelerator chamber are passed through two se-

parating and bending magnets and four pairs of quadrupole lenses 

before they .reach the target located in· the focus of the sp~ctrometer, 
The ions having passed through the target enter the Faraday cup 

located behind a concrete wall (approx. 1 m thick). Directly before 

the spectJ;'ometer · there is a wall which reduces the background due 
beam and due to heavy ions to the system of .slits shaping the 

energy attenuator. 
In Table 2 the parameters of the U-300 cyclotron are given 

(such as maximum ion energy and typical current values/ at the out

let{}. If ions of lower energy are required, aluminium degrading foils 

placed before the last pair· of quadrupole lenses QL are used 

(Fig.5). The aluminium foils are coated with a thin (approx. 0~1mg/cm2) 
layer . of carbon increasing the losses of heat by ·radiation. It impro

ves the stability of foil to high ion currents. 
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Owing. to the considerable distance between the cyclotron and 
. . . . -

the spectrometer and to the complexity of the beam· focusing system 

the usefUl ion current entering the spectrometer is lower by a factor 

of about 10 as compared to ~hat at the outlet of the cyclotron cham-

ber. However, in view of the :thermal stability of the target material, 

it is sometimes necessary to limit the current further. A system of 

quadrupole lenses : QL, QL 1 , QL2 , QL 3 . and two sets of movable ~lits 

placed behind the last pair of quadrupole lenses ( Q L ) have been 

used for shaping the beam. The beam shape was controlled by intro

ducing into the beam tube a quartz plate, which can . be inspected 

on the cyclotron control desk owing to TV equipment, The intensity 

of the beam is monitored in two ways. For the use of the cyclotron 

operator the current from the Faraday cup. is measured, whereas 

for determining the time of measuring the electron spectra, the ions 

scattered from the target are recorded, For this monitoring· a ·semi-
. u 

conductor detector placed at an angle of 18 to the beam at 70 . em 

from the target .is used, 

3,2, Sy;stems of Detection 

A, Detection of Electrons 

The system of detection consists of a de~ector, charge pre.

am'p!ifier, amplifier and single channel analyser (Fig, 7). The standard 

pulse from the one-channel analyser is transferred to a 

.multichannel analyzer and electronic scaler whose indi

cations are automatically printed after the measurement has been 

conducted. 

A semiconductor Si ( Li ) detector is used in the magnetic spec

trometer for electron detection. The' diameter of the detector is close 

to that of the electron focus. in. the beta-ray spectrometer and amount. 

to 18 mm. The depletion layer of the detector is 3 mm thick. In · or

der to · reduce the noise level, the detector is cooled with liquid 

nitrogen. The considerable dimensions are decisive for that the re

solution of the detector .. is about 10 keV. 
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'I'he choice of the semiconductor detector operating here in 

a spectrometric mode was ·dictated by the specificity of "in beam" 

work. 'I'he good resolution of the detector made it possible to im

prove . the effect to background ratio by, selecting. /using a one-chan

nel analyzer/ only the part of the spectrum corresponding to the 
' full loss of energy by the electron in the detector. This is illu-

strated in Fig. 6, where the spectrum from a semiconductor detector .... 
measured during irradiation of a 116 Sn target with 12 C ions is 

presented. 

'I'he spectrum from electron detector is taken in by the ana,... 

lyzer. window 9V wide /what corresponds to approx. 40 keVin energy 

scale/. 'I'he effect to the background ratio is in the case of a 9V 

window five times layger than that when the window . extends from 

5 to 100V. 

'I'his points to the advantages resulting from applying by us 

an additional pulse height analysis of the spectrum from the semi

conductor detector. However, this brings about the necessity of 

considering the variation of the efficiency of the system with electron 

energy. 'I'he monoenergetic electron spectra as measured ·using 

the semic;::onductor detector show a low-energy tail due to backscat

tered electrons ~Fig. 6). When using the one-channel analyzer, only 

the lirie of "full energy" if recorded. 'I'he factor determining the ratio 

of the electrons counted in the window to all the electrons incident 

on the detector Wa.s found experimentally. 

B. Heavy Ion Monitor 

'I'he heavy ion detection system consists of a semiconductor 

detector, charge preamplifier, threshold discriminator. 'I'he stan

dart pulses from the · discriminator are transferred to the pulse· 

scaler (Fig. 7). 'I'he number of heavy ions recorded in this 

way determines the time of measurement. 
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3.3. Experimental Procedure 

'The electronic apparatus {Fig. 7) combined with the beta-ray 

spectrometer and U-300 cyclotron makes it pos~ible to measure th~ . ' 

electron spectrum and its time analysis. 'The beam incident on the 

target is a pulsed one; the. cyclotron operates in time dependent 

mode producing current .pulses with a duration ofr .. 1.5 ms, and 

frequency v = 50 to 300 cps. 

The measurement of the spectrum of internal conversion 

electrons is performed as follows: the pUlses from the electron 

detector are counted and at the same time subjected to time ana

lysis Vn, a multichannel time analyzer) at a given current in the 

speCtrometer and predetermined charge ( number of heavy ions 

scattered from the target). 

'The pulses from the eleCtron detector are transferred to one 

of the two channels, depending on whether they were generat~d 

during the current pulse . of the cyclotron or in the interval between 

the beam pulses. 

After a predetermined number of pulses due to heavy ions 

scattered' from the target has been collected · by the monitor, the 

recording of electrons is interrupted, the information collected is 

recorded bY a prir:ting machine, the current in the .spectrometer is 

increased by a strictly defined increasement up<:?n which the appara

tus is made ready for a subsequent measurement. After an elapse of . . . ' .. 

approx. 7 sec from the end of the former measurement ~time suffi-

cient for fixation of the current in the beta-ray spectrometer) the 

subsequent measurement is started automatically. 

In this way it is possible to: 

a) measure the electron spectra during the cyclotron beam pulses, 

b) measure the electron spectra in the intervals between beam pul

ses,· 

c) perform multichannel time analysis. 

'The spectrum of· internal conversion electrons me·asured in 

the intervals between the heavy ion beam pulses provides .informa-
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tion on the "slow" transitions ( in beta decay or in isomeric state 

decay). On the other hand, the spectrum obtained during the . beam 

pulses provides additional information on "prompt" transitions (i.e. 

decay of states with T t/z < 1 ms) and co~tains components 

of :"prompt" and "slow" transitions •. 
The multichannel time analysis performed during the measure-

ment of the spectrum, <;>r separately for selected parts of the elect

ro'n spectrum, allows the determination of the level life-time. 

· Under normal operating conditions the U-300 cyclotron gives 

current pulses of r .. 1•5 ms duration and frequency v = 50 to 

300 cps. 
In this mode of ·operation when performing time· analysis the 

width of the channel of the time analyzer ranges from" 0. 2 to 2 msec. 

To provide for the measuring longer life..;.time, an external system 

has been constructed for the control of the time regime of the cyclo

tron. This system makes it possible to increase the time of irradi

ation to r .. 10 msec - 100 sec, and the ratio of· the time interval 

between the beam pulses to the time of irradiation may be controlled 

in the range of 1-10 •. The width of the time channel in this mode 

of operation yaries · from 1 msec · to 10 sec, and the number of time 

channels is 2, 4,: 8, 16, · •••• , · 256. · 

The targets (Fig.·. 8) · used in our experiments are either .self

supporting foils approx. 3 mg/cm
2 

thick, or consist of a layer of 

sub~tance approx. 1 mg/cm
2 

thick deposited on 5 p. aluminium foil. 
) 

The metal foils of small quantities of sepa.rated isotopes were ob-

tained by rolling/10/. The .. surface of the target .is at an angle of 30° 

with respect to the beam. This argle i~ a result of a compromise 

between the following two requirements: 
~ . 

(1) The effective thickness of the target with respect to outcoming 

emitted electrons and heavy ions should be possibly small, but at 

the same _time, 
~2) The effective thickness should be sufficiently high 'to stop the 

recoil nuclei, which is particularly significant when isomers are 

stu:iied, since then· the· activity should remain in the target. 
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-4. R e s u I t s -

The reduction of the background {due to· gamma radiation and 

neutrons) is one of the basic technical problems involved when 

using an "in beam" spectrometer. This problem is particularly pronoun

ced ~en "prompt" tra~itions are studied, that is when _the measur;~ 
ments are taken during the heavy fon beam pulses, In our case the 

background has been largerly reduced by placing the spectrometer _ 

at a considerable distance from the systems which may be the 

source of such background ( slits, degradator,- Faraday cup), and 

by const~cting thick concrete shields, A further f~ctor con~ributing 

to the reduction of the background is the energy analysis of the 

spectrum from. the electron detector which has already been mentioned 

in section 3,2. A). 

The spectrum of the background observed when a beam of 

heavy ions passes through the spectrometer is shown in F'ig• 9a; _ 

and in Fig. 9b the· ratio of the expected effect to the background 

is presented \in arbitrary units). The calculations were made for 

E2 lransitions in xenon under the assumption that the conversion 

takes place at the K shell. 

It follows from Fig. · 9b that the low-energy range is most 

suitable for "i!l beam" measurements of internal conversion electrons. 

In Fig. 10 a spectrum of internal conversion electrons for 

"prompt" transition from the excited states in 12'i3a is presented. 

This nucleus was obtained in the 116&.( 12 C, 4n) 124 Ba reaction, the energy 

of the , bombarding ions being about 83 MeV, The self-supporting 

target approx. 3 mg/cm
2

- thick used in this case was made of tin 

enriched in the isotope with A _= 116 up to 93%. The lines obser

ved in the spectrum correspond to transitions in the "quasi-rotational" 

band. For instance, the 576 keV line corresponds to the transition from 
• "!- "I" -
the level 6 to the level 4 • If. we compare the internal conversion 

spectrum with the gamma spe~trum_· obtained from the GI:(Li) counter/11/, 

it may be seen that effect~ to background ratio is in the case of 

the beta-ray spectrometer several times as high as that ,for the 
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Ge(Li) counter, especially in the range of low-energy electrons. 

In Fig. 11 the spectrum of internal conversion electrons as 

measured in the intervals between the beam pulses is shown. Ac

tually, it is the spectrum obtained for the decay of the135 Ce iso

meric state/12/. The isomeric state ~with Tj;2 = 20s) was produced 

in this nttcieus in the 128 Tee 2 C,5n) 135 Ce reaction. The target was 

obtaine~· by depositing a Te layer 1 mgfcm
2 

thick on 5 p. alu

minium foil• The spectrum· was measut:'ed in the electron energy 

range of 35-340 keV. 
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Table 1 

Basic parameters of the electron spectrometer 

Parameter 

' Parameter b * 
F'ocal length, f 
_.,~ 

Number of coils 

Number of sections 

Width of the coil, d 

Range of angles 

' Asimuthal angle under 

"in beam" operation 

E of the focused electrons 
max 

Transmission 

Resolution 

Target diameter 

* The parameter b is defined as follows: 

b =p.c. /0.2n. I,· 

Value 

0.67 

500 mm 

1600 

32 

40 mm 

45°-60° 

90° 

3 MeV 

2ci(o 

1o/o 
15 mm 

where p -electron momentum, c -velocity of light, n -number of 

coils, I -current intensity. 

/ 

14 

'! l 
. ') 

;.> 

•' 
l r 
' ,. 

)~ 

l 
,i,, .d 
f\ 

Heavy 
ions 

--E max 
HI 

MeV 

I cycl. 
[ IL A] 

Table 2 

Basic parameters heavy 

tO B+2 llB+2 12 C+2 ~~ 

100 91 83 :l 

6 6 20 

:l 



Table 1 Table 2 

of the electron spectrometer Basic parameters heavy ions w~th cyclotron U-300 

Value 

Heavy 
ions 

10 B+2 t1B+2 12 C+2 15 N~ 1s 0~ 20Ne+' 22Ne+4 40Ar+6 

0.67 t 

500 mm (~ E max 

1 HI 

1600 
_,! 

MeV 100 91 83 150 125' 200 182 225 

6 6 20 5 10 5 6 5 

32 ·~ ,•, 
I cyd. 40 mm 

45°-60° 
[ ll A ] 

90° 

ctrons 3 MeV 

zl/o 
1% 

15 mm 

defined as follows : 
I o. 2n. I,· 

c -velocity of light, n -number of -

~~ ,, .. 
.. l.., , r 

/14 

15 
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Fig, 7, Block diagram of electronic .setup operating in cooperation 
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